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This paper considers the harmonic combination of basic melodic shapes known as contour icons in concurrent auditory displays. Existing work in the field (such as that concerning earcons) has considered the combination of patterns designed using low level cognitive features, and so effective streaming is difficult. This work investigates means by which musical patterns with high level cognitive features (such as contour) representing data values can be rendered concurrently, so that multiple data sets can be effectively conveyed using an auditory display. The detection and comprehension of harmonically combined contour icons was tested in comparison to those combined uniquely (non-harmonically). Results suggest that significant improvement in pattern combination detection was made using harmonically combined contour icons, although limitations were observed due to the nature of the harmonic relations involved. Future work will investigate the most flexible methods of harmonic combination, to produce an effective method of auditory display.
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I INTRODUCTION

McGookin [1] defines an auditory display as “the use of sound to communicate information about the state of an application or computing device to a user”. The roots of auditory displays can arguably be traced back to alarm and alert mechanisms, seeking to inform the user of an important or urgent condition. Such displays utilise many of the advantages of audio information delivery, notably the operation of an ‘eyes-free’ interface. Focus independent systems of information delivery have been implemented in situations such as flying a plane [3] or driving a car [4] as an essential means of processing information, and in so doing highlight one of the main advantages of auditory display.

Auditory displays also possess the advantage of faster information delivery [5] than any visual mechanism can offer, and so are well suited to situations requiring alerts or alarms. Audio is also largely unavoidable [6] and so is again ideal for alert or alarm information, unlike the focus dependence of visual systems which may often be ignored by the user.

a) Concurrent Auditory Displays

Concurrent source auditory displays [7] and [8] offer advantages over other auditory displays due to the increase in data they convey. A concurrent display achieves a greater data bandwidth by using multiple sources and so gives the listener access to more data in the same length of time. This higher information rate is augmented by the potential for the user to focus on specific aspects of the data [9] and [10] at any time by using ASA (auditory scene analysis) [11]. In this manner, information rendered by a concurrent auditory display can be analysed either wholly or in part by the listener as they require.

Because of this, Concurrent auditory displays are potentially one of the most useful methods of delivering data using audio as they provide a means of delivering several related data sets in tandem. Brown [12] considered the potential of two sonified graphs presented in tandem as a means of detecting intersections of interest. Results showed that this
method of representation significantly reduced the time taken to determine intersection points, without reducing the accuracy of responses compared to sequential (individual) presentation. Such intersections can be better highlighted using more complex patterns (such as earcons) as shown by Hankinson and Edwards [13], who used compound earcons to indicate the validity of certain operating system tasks. The earcons used were designed with harmonious musical attributes based on valid operations, such that a copy earcon would sound harmonious with a file earcon but dissonant with a printer earcon. This method of concurrent representation suggests great potential when using musical patterns, as it affords the use of many of the traditional musical compositional techniques required of harmonic consonance [14].

II CONTOUR ICONS

Contour icons are designed in a similar manner to earcon patterns [ref to design guidelines], although no motif information is conveyed within a contour icon. Instead, contour icons use the same features of detection as earcons, with the additional specification of a melodic contour based on a simple shape. In this manner, a more robust framework for pattern design can be considered which will ideally be transparent to all listeners (regardless of musicianship skills).

a) Rhythm Pattern Matrix

All contour icon patterns are designed using an overall rhythm pattern matrix (Table 1) which ensures that no two patterns have the same rhythmic signature.

Table 1: Rhythm pattern matrix for contour icon pattern design

The aim of the matrix is to provide means of distinguishing the rhythm of each pattern, removing the possibility of two patterns having the same (or similar) rhythm.

b) Boundary Pitches

Boundary pitches [15] allow the shape of a pattern to be accurately specified from point to point- a useful framework for contour design. This use of boundary pitches also suggests benefits when seeking to create a set of patterns as individual from each other as possible (Figure 1).

III HARMONIC COMBINATION

When 2 musical pitches are sounded together they are defined as an interval [14], and the relation of these pitches determines the interval as consonant or dissonant [16]. The definition of consonance and dissonance in western music has changed with each period of compositional style [17], but relations of 3rd, 5th and octave [14] have remained sufficiently constant to allow implementation. The most recognisable interval is that of the octave [18], and so this relation was used as an initial basis for development.

a) Register

Earcon design guidelines [19] specify that register is a poor source of discrimination in isolation, but if used as part of a design template should ideally utilise gaps of 2 or 3 octaves. The trio format employed in this research could be considered in terms of bass middle and treble patterns (paraphrasing audio terms for frequency ranges [20]), and so the distance between the pitches in each of the bass, middle and treble patterns would be set at 2 octaves (Figure 3).
The bass patterns used are pitched in the range of A0 to A2, with middle patterns from A2 to A4 and treble patterns from A4 to A6. Although a strict gap of 2 octaves does not necessarily exist between all patterns, segregation is maintained by the use of boundary pitches, preventing any occurrence of the same pitch at the beginning or end of any pattern (regardless of register).

b) Timbre

In the harmonic tests, 3 distinct timbres were required that would define bass, middle and treble pattern streams in a Sonification. As a result, patterns were chosen based on the different timbre families defined by Rigas and Alty [21]. The bass patterns were allocated the ‘picked bass’ sound from the General Midi soundset [22], with middle patterns being allocated the ‘drawbar organ’ and treble patterns allocated the ‘flute’ sound.

c) Spatialisation

Investigation by McGookin [1] shows that the use of spatialisation has a significant effect in concurrent audio presentation. Standard locations within the azimuth [23] (left, centre and right) are used to maximise the potential for stream segregation. In 2 value Sonification (involving 2 concurrent pattern streams) the instruments used are panned left and right, while 3 instruments are allocated left, centre and right (Figure 4). This allows for the maximum difference in location possible within the stereo field, and so reduces the possibility of proximity effects [11].

Figure 4: Example azimuth locations within the stereo field

IV TESTING

20 participants took part in the experiment described in this section which was of a within groups design involving two conditions, the non-harmonic combination condition and the harmonic combination condition. No participants were taken from formal music courses. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups to determine the order in which they would undertake the experiment. Each group contained the same number of participants, and both conditions consisted of training and testing phases (Table 2).

All tests were performed using Sonifications of 2 to 4 patterns, for 2 and 3 variable conditions. The independent variable in testing was the harmonic combination of patterns. The dependent variables were the number of patterns identified and the number of combinations identified. The workload placed on participants by each condition was also of interest, and so NASA TLX questionnaires [24] were filled in by participants after completing each condition.

Training Phase

Participants were first introduced to the musical patterns they would be using, followed by a brief period for questions about the testing. The use of contour icons was explained, alongside the means by which they would be combined harmonically. Each training phase also contained a tutorial on the Sonification method as it was employed during testing.

All participants were played an example Sonification, with an accompanying visual listing of the contour icon patterns used in that Sonification. In the non-harmonic combination condition, participants were informed they were required to detect combinations of differing contour icons in 2 and 3 variable conditions. In the harmonic combination condition, participants were told they would be asked to detect a single contour icon played in harmony by 2 or 3 instruments. After the example Sonification, a further brief period was allowed for any other questions participants had about the experiment.

Testing Phase

In the testing phase participants were asked to listen to Sonifications of 2 to 4 patterns, for 2 and 3 variable conditions. If a participant could more accurately detect harmonic combinations of patterns, it would suggest that harmonically combined patterns were easier to detect. Using the TrioSon [25]
application (Figure 5), participants were played various predetermined pattern Sonifications.

Figure 5: TrioSon Sonification Application

All Sonifications were performed on a Compaq NX6100 laptop, using the onboard ADI AC97 soundcard. Participants were asked point estimation and pattern combination questions about the pattern Sonifications, to determine how effectively the data had been conveyed. Participants were allowed to listen to a Sonification once for each part of a question, ranging from 2 passes through to 6 for the last question of each test. After the 5 test questions were answered, participants were asked to answer post-test TLX questionnaires to determine how difficult they had found the process.

V RESULTS

Overall results (Figure 6) show that performance improves from 58.25% in the non-harmonic combination condition to 75% in the harmonic combination condition. This shows significant improvement (T(20) = -3.02, p=0.0043) in performance between test conditions, suggesting that harmonic combination is more effective in multiple stream Sonification.

Figure 6: Graph showing overall average percentage scores (by test condition), showing standard deviations

a) Effect of Harmonic Combination on Point Estimation

Point estimation questions were asked to determine whether harmonic combination had any effect on individual pattern detection performance (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Graph showing average point estimation percentage scores (for each test condition), showing standard deviations

Results show that point estimation performance in the non-harmonic condition improves from 73% to 80.25% in the harmonic condition. This result shows that harmonic combination does not affect the point estimation of individual patterns in a multiple stream Sonification.

b) Effect of Harmonic Combination on Pattern Combination

Results for the pattern combination test questions (Figure 8) show significant improvement from 43.5% for the non-harmonic condition to 69.75% in the harmonic condition (T(20) = -5.06, p<0.0001). This result shows harmonically combined patterns are significantly easier to detect, and so the results for 2 and 3 pattern combinations were considered individually (Figure 9). Scores for 2 variable pattern combination questions show a significant increase from 50.42% for the non-harmonic condition to 79.17% for the harmonic condition (T(20) = -4.36, p<0.0001). A similarly significant increase is observed in the 3 variable pattern condition (T(20) = -3.52, p=0.001), with an average non-harmonic combination score of 33.12% rising to 55.62% in the harmonic combination condition.

Figure 8: Graph showing average pattern combination percentage scores (for each test condition), showing standard deviations
It is noted that performance in the 3 variable condition was not as effective as had been hoped, with some participants detecting false positive values in conditions where 2 instruments were in harmony (rather than the required 3). Future work will have to consider how harmonies of 2 instruments in 3 variable combinations could be made more dissonant, to highlight the presence of a conflicting value in the third instrument present.

c) Post Test TLX Results

Overall TLX results (Figure 10) show a significant reduction (T(20) =6.18, p<0.0001) in workload from 54.95 to 38.9 in the harmonic combination condition.

VI DISCUSSION

Tests show that significant improvement can be made when harmonic combination is employed during concurrent auditory display. Testing had employed non-musicians in a series of point estimation and pattern combination questions, which show that harmonically combined contour icons can achieve average recognition rates of 75%. Point estimation performance is not affected by harmonic combination, improving from 77.5% to 82.5% in the harmonic condition. Also, overall pattern combination results are significantly improved from 43.5% to 69.75% in the harmonic condition. Participants were comfortable with the use of harmonic combination and contour icons. This is considered an indicator of the potential of harmonically combined contour icons, in that no musical knowledge or training is required to recognise a simple harmony or melodic shape.

Post test TLX questionnaires show a significant reduction in overall workload due to harmonic combination, with significant reductions also being observed for performance and frustration scores. Several participants commented that harmonic combination was straightforward to understand, and improvements in performance observed during testing suggested that harmonic combinations were also easier to detect.

VII CONCLUSIONS

Harmonic combination provides a more effective means of highlighting intersections between values during concurrent auditory display. Significant improvement is observed with harmonically combined patterns during testing, although limitations were observed due to combination restrictions (one to one mappings) and also due to the detection of false positives in 3 variable conditions. Future work will have to consider means by which other values could be defined in multiple combinations based on a single value from a certain
variable. Possible solutions may involve the use of other common harmonic intervals within the octave (such as the 3rd, 5th and 7th), and further investigation would be required to assess the potential of such combination. Harmonic combination also produces a significant reduction in workload during testing, and this indicates potential for the method.

VIII FUTURE WORK

Harmonic combination was developed to improve pattern combination detection during concurrent representation. Although results show significant improvement, further work is required to develop it implementation fully:

a) How many patterns can be combined effectively

Higher counts may be possible if intervals within the octave are employed. Further work will consider whether such intervals allow for greater levels of combination, and if a limit of recognition exists (when proximity becomes a grouping factor).

b) How can several patterns be combined distinctively

Further investigation is needed into the role of consonance and dissonance in harmonic combination. Effects of instrument (timbre) and register must be considered, alongside means by which different contour icons can be made more dissonant during combination.

c) How can one pattern be combined with more than one other in another given variable

Further work will have to consider how to combine a pattern with several others in other registers, again observing gestalt grouping factors such as a belongingness and similarity.
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